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Abstract

Most smartphones now come with an integrated camera. Such a smartphone is
called a camera phone. Popularity of camera phones is rising and it is expected that
87.8% of United States population will possess camera phones by year 2020
(Euromonitor International, 2017). A camera phone’s workflow for capturing, editing,
and sharing images on social media has become very efficient. Its ease of use,
accessibility, and automatic exposure settings to capture an image has contributed to its
popularity. Camera phones are more compact and convenient than professional DSLR
cameras. The popularity of this technology has created a need to study and evaluate
image quality of photographs from the camera phone. Numerous image-editing
applications and adjustments are available to edit these images on the phone itself.
Previous studies have shown the reasons why people like to edit their images captured by
camera phones (Bakhshi et al., 2014; Bakhshi et al., 2015). This psychophysical study
aims to determine the preference related to detail-enhancement adjustments for images
captured by camera phones. The image contents used in this study are selfies and food
images. Images possessing two levels of high and low ISO were evaluated. The stimuli
for the psychophysical experiment were created by editing these images with clarity,
contrast and sharpness adjustments. By recording participants’ response and analyzing
the data, observers’ preference were determined for different detail-enhancement (DE)
adjustments and content of images captured by camera phones. Results showed that the
preference for detail-enhancement adjustments was subjective and varied by both person
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and image. Participants preferred low ISO DE images more than high ISO DE images.
Overall, only slight preferences were observed between images possessing different DE
adjustments, DE levels and contents, but a significant preference was not observed in any
of these variables.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Cell phones have evolved from being only a verbal communication tool to a
multimedia tool used for browsing the Internet, checking emails, social media updates,
navigating maps, using calendars–all in one small device termed a smartphone (Ray,
2015). One of the most important features that a smartphone provides is a camera (Global
Smartphone Market, 2017). A camera phone is a smartphone having an integrated
camera within it (Technopedia, 2018). Almost all smartphones now come with built-in
cameras.
The general audience of camera phones is typically composed of users from all age
groups and all professions. These users generally capture images with their camera
phones to share their day-to-day lifestyle on social media websites (Global Smartphone
Market, 2017). Users capture images, including selfies, food, pets, portraits, travel
photos, and landscapes. Unlike a traditional film camera, a camera phone follows a very
simplified workflow for capturing, editing, and sharing an image to social media websites
(Alper, 2013). In 2011, 36.9% of the United States adult population possessed
smartphones. By 2018, this percentage rose to be 81% (Silver, 2019)

Technology Transition
Camera technology has transitioned from film cameras to DSLRs, point-andshoots, and now camera phones. Current camera phones have the benefits of simplified
immediate action capturing and faster image processing speeds (Global Smartphone
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Market, 2017). The basic principle of capturing an image remains the same for
professional DSLR cameras and camera phones. The light enters the camera through the
lens, the aperture determines the amount of light that reaches the sensor, the shutter
determines how long the sensor will be exposed to light, and then the image sensor
captures the image as the light reaches it. Unlike a mechanical shutter in a digital camera, an
electronic shutter in a camera phone signals the image sensor to record a scene just for a given time
(Thomas, 2017).
One major difference of digital cameras from film cameras is the use of an image
sensor of varying ISO to record an image, instead of the use of light-sensitive film
(Romano, 2001). Most camera phones have automatic settings to obtain a well-exposed
image, which is convenient and time-saving; this is an important factor contributing to
the popularity of camera phones. Camera phones often have wide-open apertures, which
cause background blur due to a shallow depth of field. They usually also have a fixed
aperture (e.g., the iPhone 7 has f/1.8 for its back camera and f/2.2 for its front camera).
The only remaining settings which can vary to achieve good exposure are shutter speed
and ISO. The camera phone’s automatic settings will usually try to achieve faster shutter
speeds (e.g., 1/1000 sec and 1/4000 sec) by default to avoid blurry subjects in the image,
but those settings can also result in under-exposed images (Hollingsworth, 2017). To
compensate for under-exposed images, the camera phone will set a higher value of ISO,
such as 1600 or 2000. Higher ISO values might help to achieve good exposure, but they
also increase undesirable artifacts, e.g., noise in an image. Thus, auto exposure settings
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might be convenient, but they might capture an image with limited quality (Thomas,
2017).
Common, full-frame, professional DSLR cameras have a larger image sensor size,
e.g., 36mm x 24mm (1.69” diagonally). The general image sensor sizes of camera phones
are tiny, and they range from 0.25” to 0.66” (diagonally). Full-frame DSLR cameras
usually possess a minimum of 24 megapixels. In 2005, Nokia made a significant entry
into the photography market with their 2-megapixel sensor in a camera phone. Today,
even a 12-megapixel camera has become standard in many smartphones (Global
Smartphone Market, 2017). Such a range in sensor sizes and megapixels produces images
with differing image quality (Cambridge in Color, 2018; Nguyen, 2018)
Image-editing and color correction are utilized to improve image quality, and they are
a part of the image post-processing workflow. These processes have come a long way
from big enlargers, to Photoshop software on a computer, and now to image-editing
applications on smartphones. In the earlier days of film photography, image processing
and editing were done with various techniques, tools, and post-processing chemicals.
This process was time-consuming, and it was difficult to produce consistent results
(Eismann, Duggan, & Grey, 2004). Today, photographers use color-correction programs
(such as Adobe Photoshop and Adobe Lightroom) to digitally simulate the film-based
editing of images. Such programs allow the user to edit an image in a few seconds. With
the invention of smartphones and the different photo-editing applications available on the
camera phone, a user is now able to capture, edit, and share the image on the Internet—
all from the same device. Instagram is one such popular photo-editing application. When
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Instagram was launched in 2010, it had an average of 41,000 photos uploaded per day. In
2016, that number grew to an average of 90,000,000 photos and videos per day (Clarke,
2018).

Statement of Problem
The majority of the population have easy accessibility to camera phones and uses
them to create photographs because of their simple and relatively effortless means of use.
They might produce images with lesser quality (Nguyen, 2018). Few sources were found
which studied the quality of an image from a camera phone. Thus, there is a necessity to
address the image quality of photographs from the camera phone, considering its
increasing popularity among the population. To improve the overall quality of an image,
there may be a need for image-editing, which can be done by applying different
adjustments in image editing applications. Bakhshi et al. (2015) studied the different
reasons for people to apply adjustments to their camera phone images. The reasons were
to make the photos look more fun, unique, and interesting; to improve their aesthetics; to
sharpen the subject; to add vintage effects; and to highlight objects (Bakhshi, Shamma,
Kennedy, & Gilbert, 2015).
“We make qualitative judgments on image quality all the time, especially when it
comes to our own images taken using consumer cameras, camera phones, etc.” (Brown,
2010, p. 1). A digital image contains different quality attributes, including sharpness,
naturalness, contrast, highlights, color, brightness, artifacts, and shadows. Image
sharpness is one of the most important attributes, as a change in the amount of sharpness
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can change the perceived quality of an image (MacDonald, 1999). A sharpness
adjustment is also known as a detail-enhancement adjustment because increasing the
amount of sharpness results in an image of greater apparent detail (Neumann, 1998).
Possible reasons to sharpen an image can be to overcome blurring introduced by camera
equipment, image processing, glass lens elements, or the .jpeg image format; or to
improve the overall appearance of an image (Haumpton, 2016).
In past years, as the camera phone technology has changed to be compact and
convenient, a necessity has developed to study and re-evaluate image quality. The
importance and wide availability of different image-editing adjustments have already
been described by other researchers in previous studies. However, little is known about
how people make decisions in choosing detail-enhancement adjustments for images
captured by camera phones. Therefore, this research will study the general audience’s
preference for using detail-enhancement adjustments for images captured by camera
phones. The study will also evaluate whether image content or ISO has an affect on their
preference for detail-enhancement adjustments of different intensity levels.
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Chapter 2
Theoretical Basis

This chapter provides the theoretical background for the significance of this
research. The chapter begins with a description of what a psychophysical study is and its
importance for evaluating image quality attributes. Next, it provides a discussion of the
significance of sharpness as an image quality attribute and its influence on overall image
quality. Finally, previous research done on image quality is reviewed.

Psychophysical Experiments
The current study will carry out a psychophysical experiment and visual analysis of
image quality. The section discusses how such experiments can prove to be important for
evaluating image quality and discusses the issues associated with this type of experiment.
Gescheider (1985) describes psychophysics as a scientific study of relation between
stimulus and sensation. Psychophysics includes human observation, which is a critical
and fundamental aspect for evaluating image quality. Psychophysics is a part of
subjective image quality assessment, and it generates reliable and repeatable conclusions
about perceived image quality (Phillips & Eliasson, 2017). Since evaluating image
quality is a part of psychophysics, the current study includes experiment with visual
analysis. “Psychophysics is used to study all dimensions of human perception” (Fairchild,
2013). One of the purposes of such a study is to predict overall image quality by judging
what has been termed the various “nesses.” The perceptual attribute, or -ness, focused on
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in this study is the image sharpness which relates to details in an image. This visual
judgment of “-nesses” is similar to what a person basically perceives in day-to-day
activities. The user usually takes in “information” and makes a decision based on that
information. Multidimensional psychophysics examines the study of various “-nesses”
which drive image quality (Engledrum, 1999).

Psychophysical Experiments for Evaluating Image Quality
Image quality can be evaluated by two different measures: objective and subjective.
An objective measure uses an instrument which gives the physical measure of an image
quality in numerical form. Engledrum gives examples of optical density and spectral
reflectance factor as objective measures of an image which can be measured with an
instrument (2000). A subjective measure uses human observers to evaluate image quality
(Engledrum, 1999). Customers’ judgment of their digital images helps them to make
further decisions, including whether to retouch and edit the image, to upload the image on
social media, to download it, or to just view it on a monitor or camera phone display.
Thus, the judgment of image quality in this study made by the observer is considered to
be the correct one. For the current research, subjective analysis is used, as photographs
and images in any form are ultimately judged by the end customer.
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Issues with Psychophysical Experiments
One of the issues with psychophysical experiments is the question asked to the
observer. In one common scenario observed in a paired comparison data, the observer is
asked “Which one do you prefer?” and is asked to pick one from the pair. However, in
the results, if the intent is to determine “image quality” or a “-ness”, then the context of
the results is incorrect because the original question was not about image quality, but was
about preference (Engeldrum, 2001). The observer is often asked about the preference for
the image, which is different from the quality of the image. Another issue might arise if
only one of the “-nesses” is being evaluated; then it will lead to a conclusion that a single
-ness equals quality. Although a single -ness might affect the overall image quality, it is
to be understood there are many other “-nesses” (including darkness, lightness, and
raggedness) that can affect the overall image quality (Engledrum, 1999).

Identifying Quality Attributes (QAs)
Pederson et al. (2009) identified and categorized existing quality attributes and
proposed new meaningful Quality Attributes (QA) for evaluating the quality of color
prints. QAs, including lightness, contrast, saturation, and fine details, were analyzed.
Observers were asked to rate the pleasantness of image quality from a scale of 1 (most
pleasing) to 7 (least pleasing). The color prints which were more colorful and had more
contrast than the original were rated as most pleasing by the observers. Observers were
also asked about quality attributes that influence the quality of color prints. The results
showed that the most frequently used QAs (by the observers) that influence the quality of
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color prints were color and sharpness. Sharpness was found to be one of the most
important attributes, as the lack of sharpness in several color prints was observed to lower
image quality. (Pederson et al., 2009). Bartleson’s experiment evaluated a combined
influence of graininess and sharpness on color prints (Bartleson, 1982). The aim of the
experiment was to develop a combination model and to understand the combined effects
of sharpness and graininess on quality of color prints. Each of the 30 participants
evaluated 210 color prints of 5 different scenes. The color prints were viewed under a
D50 illuminant in a viewing booth. The prints were displayed in random order, one at a
time. A rating scale was used for the purpose of assessment. When all factors which
affect print quality were kept constant, sharpness and graininess combined to form a nonlinear graph to influence color print quality. Bartleson considered the “-nesses” as
independent variables and image quality as a dependent variable. The second
consideration he made was the choice of separable “-nesses” (sharpness and graininess)
(Engledrum, 1999). Similarly, in the current study, sharpness and other attributes can be
considered as independent variables, and image quality can be considered as a dependent
variable.
Oney (2013) conducted a psychophysical test for QAs in High Dynamic Range
(HDR) images across two image reproductions: monitor display and inkjet prints.
Observers were asked which quality attributes are most influential when viewing HDR
images across different image reproductions. Quality attributes (such as sharpness,
contrast, naturalness, and highlights) proved to be most important for evaluation and
preference of HDR images across two image reproduction (Oney, 2013).
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Results from all the above-mentioned research indicate the sharpness attribute having
a strong influence when evaluating image quality. These results lead to the current
researcher’s interest to conduct psychophysical experiments for studying more about the
sharpness image attribute and image quality.

Judgment of Image quality
This section discusses the perceptual attributes of an image, called “-nesses” and their
importance when evaluating customer perceptions using an image quality model. The
section also explains why the current study uses a subjective analysis, rather than an
objective analysis, for evaluating image quality. The most important perceptual image
attributes are sharpness, darkness, graininess, and lightness (Engledrum, 1999). These are
the perceptual attributes of an image as seen by the customer; they are termed “-nesses”.
An image should not be judged as just a hard copy. It can be also evaluated in the form of
soft copy on display monitors, LCDs, CRTs (Engledrum, 1999). People often capture
images with a camera phone to view and edit the image on the phone’s display itself.
Thus, in the current research, the observers will judge images in the form of a soft copy
on a camera phone display.

Image Quality Models
The image quality model is an approach to link the customer perceptions (the
“-nesses” such as sharpness and graininess) to customer preference. The input are values
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of “-nesses”, and the output is image quality. Not all customer perceptions end with a ness, e.g., tone reproduction and hue.
The image quality model can be employed using two different fundamental
approaches:
•

Comparison approach: The judgment of image quality of a sample compared to a

reference.
•

Single stimulus approach: The judgment of image quality independent of a

reference.
Engledrum (2001) suggests that the image quality model approach is an efficient way
to relate the customer perceptions to customer quality preference. Customer image
quality preference is the judgment made by customers or observers where they need to
rate the quality of an image. The interval scale rating can be numerical (e.g., 1 to 10) or
adjective based (e.g., bad, average, good, or excellent) (Engledrum, 1999). In the current
study, a similar approach of a psychophysical experiment will use customer perceptions
to evaluate image quality preference using an 5-point interval rating scale.

Comparison Method
Research was conducted to compare the four most common subjective quality
assessment methods: single-stimulus, double-stimulus, forced-choice pairwise
comparison, and similarity judgments. The observers were shown a pair of images, both
having the same image content corresponding to different applied algorithms, and they
were asked to choose the higher quality image between them. Even if the observers did
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not see any difference, they were forced to choose one image, thus the term, “forcedchoice comparison.” This method was also found to be less time-consuming for a
moderate amount of paired conditions (Mantiuk, Tomaszewska, & Mantiuk, 2012). When
conducting a psychophysical experiment involving color, Banterle (2011) suggests that
“participants should be chosen with normal or corrected-to-normal vision and carefully
instructed about the task that has to be performed” (p. 177). In the pairwise comparison, a
participant must visually judge the pair and determine which image in the pair looks
closer to the reference image. It can also be used to determine which image in the pair
better satisfies certain quality attributes. In the context of pairwise comparison, the author
mentions two kinds of psychophysical experiments, ranking and rating. In the case of
ranking, a participant must rank a series of images based on a certain quality attribute. In
the case of rating, a participant must rate images using a certain rating scale
(Banterle, 2011).

Single Stimulus Method
The single stimulus, otherwise known as the quality approach, method is a type of
subjective quality assessment used in psychophysical experiments for evaluating and
rating image quality. The method involves displaying an image to an observer for a short
or fixed amount of time. The observer is instructed to rate the image on a rating scale.
The rating scale might contain adjectives, such as excellent, good, fair, poor, or bad
(International Telecommunications Union, 2002). Each image should not be displayed for
more than 5-10 seconds. All the images are shown in random order, and a reference
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image (the unedited original image) is included in the sequence. However, the observer is
unware of the reference image in the series of images displayed to him. This method is
simple and time-efficient due to the need for a fewer number of stimuli involved in the
experiment (Mantiuk et al., 2012). In the current study, the single stimulus method is
used, rather than any of the pairwise comparison methods. The reason for this choice is
that the camera phone user generally captures and edits an image by viewing it on the
camera phone display without comparing the edited image to the original reference
image. As the current research is more focused on a user’s typical workflow of editing
images on a camera phone, a similar practice will be carried out in the current study.
Thus, the current study will use only the single stimulus method to evaluate user
preference by using sharpness as an input or independent variable.
The above sections of theoretical basis discussed the importance of subjective
analysis when evaluating images. Therefore, the observer’s judgment during the
psychophysical experiment in the current study is considered to be the most appropriate.
Various image quality attributes and their effects on overall image quality have been
discussed. Sharpness is proven to be one of the most influential image attributes and is
therefore selected as an important attribute to be studied in the current research.
Considering the theoretical basis of different image quality evaluations, single stimulus
method appears to be best suited for the current research.
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Chapter 3
Literature Review

This chapter will discuss literature relevant to the current study. Initially discussed is
research about the factors which affect image quality in photographic images. Previous
psychophysical experiments evaluating image quality through the assessment of image
quality attributes are reviewed. Finally, research related to preference in image editing,
image sharpening and image content are examined.

Factors Affecting Image Quality
This section discusses research related to image capture devices and settings that
affect image quality. Factors such as camera sensor and ISO and their effect on image
quality are examined.
Canon company researchers did a side-by-side comparison of the image quality of
photographs from the camera phone and DSLR camera. The images from the two
cameras were captured in the same lighting conditions. The researchers did a number of
paired comparisons of photographs taken in the same conditions from the two different
camera types. They did a shooting test where they compared camera phone images and
images from a DSLR and found that the camera phone produced undesirable results as
compared to DSLR image quality (Canon, 2018). They determined the much smaller
image sensors in camera phones had an effect on image quality. A tiny camera phone
sensor will be exposed to less incoming light information compared to the larger sensors
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of DSLRs (Cambridge in Color, 2018). Thus, the DSLR images had more accurate colors
and visibly brighter results (Canon, 2018). The other reason stated for the difference in
image quality was that the camera phones usually have auto-shooting modes. These
automatic settings make it harder to control exposure settings like ISO speed. Having less
control in the camera phone meant that some images did not have the correct exposure
and were undesirable when compared to the DSLR camera images (Canon, 2018).
Another comparison test compared images capturing fast action in low light. Again,
the DSLR produced crisp and detailed images. The auto-settings of the camera phone did
not achieve a fast-enough shutter speed to stop the fast action in the images thus
producing blurred results. Therefore, the DSLR images were considered sharper than the
camera phone images (Canon, 2018). The Canon comparison tests concluded that a
camera’s image sensor and auto-shooting modes are crucial factors affecting image
quality.
Various studies have identified ISO as having an influence on image quality in
photographic images (Imatest, n.d.; Johnson G. M., 2003; Eismann, Duggan, & Grey,
2004; Wueller, 2017). “ISO sensitivity or the ISO speed is a measure of how strongly a
camera image sensor responds to light,” (Imatest, n.d., para 1). In order to set a higher
ISO rating, the signals in the image sensor need to be amplified. “This amplification
effectively allows the pixels to ‘see’ better under low lighting by adding electronic gain
to the signal, which bumps up the pixels’ response to the low light” (Eismann, Duggan, &
Grey, 2004, p. 64). This amplification of signals also greatly increases artifacts like noise
in an image thus decreasing the image quality (Wueller, 2017). Higher ISO speeds are
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generally used when capturing dark scenes with low light conditions. Therefore,
whenever there is enough light in the scene the lowest possible ISO speed is
recommended for better image quality (Eismann et al., 2004). An experiment conducted
by Johnson (2003) had two levels of ISO speeds, ISO 300 and ISO 1600 with two
different images, a portrait and a ship. A subjective analysis was carried out in a rank
order system to determine image quality for two images with two different levels of ISO
speeds. Three image attributes were evaluated: sharpness, graininess and overall image
quality. Participants consistently judged ISO 300 as higher in sharpness, higher in image
quality and lower in graininess than ISO 1600. The participants had more difficulty in
judging the sharpness attribute in the portrait image than the ship image (Johnson, 2003).
The experiment concluded that ISO speeds and image type are a very influential factor
when judging overall image quality.

Image Quality Evaluation
This section reviews previous studies which evaluated image quality through
psychophysical methods of evaluation. The studies stimuli included photographic images
with varying content and attributes. The images were presented to observers via print,
monitor display and smartphone display.
Oney (2013) carried out an experiment to understand whether the observers prefer
high dynamic range (HDR) images displayed on a monitor or the same images presented
as printed reproduction s. She also evaluated the influence of image quality attributes
such as naturalness, artifacts, brightness, color, shadow, highlight, contrast and sharpness
on the preferred image reproduction. Participants were asked to indicate which image
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attribute influenced their decision for image reproduction preference. The two media used
in the study were monitor display and the printed reproduction of HDR images. Color
and sharpness of images were found to be most influential while selecting the image
reproduction preference between monitor and print. Her experiment showed that
sharpness is a crucial attribute that influences an observer’s preference (Oney, 2013).
Naturalness, colorfulness, brightness, contrast, sharpness and overall image quality
were evaluated in a psychophysical experiment which used a categorical judgment
method with test images selected from different application categories (Gong, Xu, Wang,
& Luo, 2012). Two types of smartphone displays were used in the experiments, one is the
in-plane switching (IPS) and the other one is active matrix organic light emitting diode
(AMOLED). The study aimed to investigate the image quality of images on both smart
phone displays under indoor and outdoor lighting conditions to understand the influence
of ambient lighting levels on image quality. The images were shown to observers on all
smartphone displays and their judgment was recorded. The images used were assessed
using a Likert scale with lowest to highest attribute strength. Observers could move and
adjust the smartphone display slightly to avoid glare. In total, 24 judgments were made
for each participant. The psychophysical experiment concluded that the IPS display was
preferred for the positive perception of image sharpness, brightness and contrast because
of its high pixel resolution and luminance. AMOLED displays are known to have wider
color gamut than IPS, and it was preferred for the positive perception of colorfulness.
Also, the ambient lighting levels had significant effect on brightness and contrast
attributes of both the displays (Gong et al., 2012). This research determined that different
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types of smartphone displays viewed under different lighting conditions have a
significant effect on observer’s judgment of image quality.
The above references show that sharpness is an important image attribute for
evaluating observer preference. Moreover, different types of smartphone displays and the
different types of lighting under which they are viewed have a significant effect on
observers’ judgment for image quality.

Image Editing
Several studies have identified image editing as an important step in an imaging
workflow. Image editing parameters, mainly contrast, noise, sharpness and saturation at
different intensity levels, and observers’ preference towards them are discussed here.
Applying detail-enhancement adjustments or image-editing is a part of postprocessing an image. Harrison and Hefner (2014) demonstrated this in a study in which
they found that editing of images increased perceived attractiveness. Image editing is a
process to enhance appearance and details by retouching the image “blurring the
distinction between fantasy and fact” (Harrison, 2009, p. 400). In the case of a portrait
image in which a person is an image element, the person’s appearance can be improved
by cropping or cutting parts of an image, using photographic adjustments in Adobe
Photoshop or using any other image editing software like Adobe Lightroom (Fox &
Rooney, 2015). A novice at executing image adjustments will typically apply a simple
global operation like exposure, contrast, or sharpen to an image or not edit it at all.
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To understand the consumers’ perspective on the use of photo-adjustments Bakhshi,
Shamma & Gilbert carried out a large quantitative study to help them evaluate the role of
adjustments on Flickr website users (2014). They used a dataset consisting of the
metadata of 7.6 million photos collected from Flickr. The result show that an adjusted
photo is 21% more likely to receive views and 45% more likely to receive comments
(Bakhshi et al., 2014). The author interviewed 15 Flickr mobile users and found that most
users like to apply adjustments on their photos.
Bakhshi et. al (2015) conducted a study with two different experiments. The first
experiment examined consumers’ preference for adjusted images when compared to
unadjusted original images. Preference was determined by the number of views on the
image and the images most likely to receive comments. The photo-adjustments used in
the authors’ study are usually used as a quick fix or quick edit to the photo before
uploading it to a photo-sharing website. These adjustments are available in almost all of
the photo-sharing applications and websites (Play store, 2018). The adjustments are used
just to make the photos look better by stylizing or correcting the exposure without any
requirement of professional editing. Some photos had more warmth, brighter exposure
and higher contrast due to the application of some adjustments. These images received a
higher preference than the original unadjusted images. The author claims that an adjusted
image is more likely to affect observer’s preference. For future research, they suggested
examining how different adjustments are used in different subjects. For example, the
author suggests conducting a study to examine if people use highly saturated adjustments
on photos of food, or use tinting adjustments on street photography images. The intensity
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of adjustments and their effect in user preference were also suggested as a potential topic
to be studied in the future (Bakhshi et al., 2015).
The second experiment conducted by Bakhshi et al. (2015), aimed at finding out why
serious hobbyist photographers and casual photographers edit images captured by camera
phones. The authors found that serious photography hobbyists like to make subtle
changes to their photos where the imagery is valued more than the adjusted effect. They
adjust the image in a way to slightly enhance the details in the image. Casual
photographers apply strong adjustments to their images to give them effects of high
saturation or desaturation, high contrast, extreme exposures, over-sharpened or oversmoothing with the assumed desire to make the image fun and unique.
Thus, the above studies conclude that people generally apply adjustments to an image
to improve overall image appearance. An image edited with some adjustment is more
likely to be preferred by the observers than the original image with no applied
adjustments.

Image Sharpening
Many research studies determine that image sharpening is an important image editing
parameter while evaluating image quality. The following sections define image
sharpening and the need for the sharpening an image. “An image that is sharp (or has
definition) has crisp detail, clearly defined lines (especially on edges), and easily
delineated contrast” (Andersson, 2015, p. 127). A sharp image is an image where the
blurring of edges is not noticeable (Gong et al, 2012). Sharpening of an image improves
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the overall appearance of the digital photograph (Kumar & Srivatsa, 2016). It enhances
the color contrasting edge pixels in an image (Singh & Sunaniya, 2016).
A large-scale psychophysical experiment performed by Johnson and Fairchild
examined variations of several image attributes affecting perceived image sharpness
(2000). The four different image attributes: spatial resolution, additive noise, contrast
adjustment, and spatial sharpening adjustments, combined to form 72 images, when
simultaneous variations were included (3 resolution * 4 noise * 3 contrast * 2
sharpening). A total of four images captured with a digital camera were used for the
experiment. Fifty participants were recruited for a visual assessment using a paired
comparison method. Each participant made 10,224 observations in total. A z-score scale
was used to gain results of this paired comparison method using case v of Thurstone’s
comparative law. From all these combinations, the sharpness attribute of the image was
evaluated by the participants. Resolution was found to be the most important factor
affecting sharpness. Increasing contrast generally helped to increase the perceived
sharpness of images. An additive level of noise helped increase perceived sharpness but
only up to a certain level. Perceived sharpness increased linearly with an increase in
sharpness of images (Johnson & Fairchild, 2000). Thus, attributes like noise, contrast and
sharpening affect the perceived image quality by observers.
The following experiments evaluated observers’ preference regarding images edited
with different detail-enhancement adjustments at different intensity levels. Experiments
by Zhang concluded that observers preferred images edited with some level of
adjustments more than the original unedited images (2007). However, experiments by
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Gershoni & Kobayashi (2006) and Tinto (2010) concluded that observers preferred
original unedited images more than the edited images.
“Since sharpness is a subjective impression of the properties of an image, it is
important to analyze the response of human observer regarding image sharpness” (Zhang,
2007, p. 38). Zhang (2007) performed a psychophysical experiment where he asked
participants to select one image with his/her most preferred level of sharpness. Various
images with different content were printed and shown to the participants. Each image was
edited with nine levels of sharpness. The sharpened images were compared with the
original which was not edited with a sharpness adjustment. A second stage was carried
out to refine the preferred images by the participant. They were shown five more images
with smaller steps of sharpness levels based on the adjustments that were applied to the
previously selected preferred image. The results showed that the average observer
preferred an image edited with evident sharpness levels rather than the original image.
The results also show that preference for sharpening adjustments were strongly
dependent on the image content. More preference was given to sharpened images of
buildings and architectural content rather than skin or portrait images (Zhang, 2007).
Gershoni & Kobayashi found through their preference study that there is a high
correlation between a contrast adjustment and observer preference (2006). Fifteen
versions of greyscale images were created as stimuli by applying 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, 10%
contrast levels to highlight, mid-tone and shadow parts of each image. They prepared
eight images including the originals. They carried out the study by having the
participants’ rate their preference based on the image’s aesthetic appeal on a five-point
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scale. Participants more often preferred the original images over the images adjusted with
contrast. Also, the preference decreased as the levels of contrast adjustment increased
(Gershoni & Kobayashi, 2006).
Tinto’s study elaborated the effects of image quality on the aesthetic judgments of
photographs (2010). He mentions few previous studies related to image quality and
aesthetic measures having the disadvantage of using only one individual image quality
element like contrast or graininess. For example, Gershoni & Kobayshi’s (2006) research
was focused on the independent effects of only contrast on image quality. Tinto’s study
involved the comparison of individual as well as paired and combined effects of several
image attributes using a set of high-quality photographs (2010). He investigated the
preference of images with alterations to the image attributes of contrast, sharpness and
graininess. Adjustments of all three image attributes were applied globally to the images.
Psychophysical analysis was carried out and each image was rated for preference on a 7point scale, ranging from 1 to 7 with one being the least preferred. Out of the three image
attributes, contrast was found out to be most influential for judging aesthetics of a
photograph. Experiment 1, 2 and 3 had images adjusted by individual, paired and
combined effects respectively. In all three experiments, the original image was preferred
over the images adjusted with sharpness, graininess and contrast. Moreover, individually
adjusted images were preferred over the paired and the combined adjustments
(Tinto,2010).
Conflicting results can be seen in the above experiments. Participants in Zhang’s
(2007) study preferred adjusted images more than original images while the other two
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studies of Gershoni & Kobayashi (2006) and Tinto’s (2010) resulted in participants
preferring original images more than adjusted images. These conclusions suggest that the
preference for adjusted and original images is subjective.

Image Content
Observers’ preference depends on the attitude of the viewer towards the image’s
content (Keelan, 2002). Thus, popular image content captured by camera phones and
shared on social media websites were studied in the literature review.

Selfies
Oxford dictionary has defined ‘selfie’ as “A photograph that one has taken of
oneself, typically one taken with a smartphone or webcam and shared via social media”
(Oxford Dictionaries, 2018, para 1). The Oxford dictionary declared selfie as the word of
the year in 2013 because of the popularity of the selfie and the frequent use of the word
(Holden, 2013; Killingsworth, 2013). A study carried out on Instagram photos revealed
that photos with faces are 38% more likely to receive likes and 32% more likely to
receive comments (Bakhshi, Shamma, & Gilbert, 2014). Research conducted by Samsung
found that selfies contribute to nearly one-third of all photos captured by a camera phone
(Dimitar, 2014). Also, most of these selfies are captured by people aged between 18-24.
Forty-eight percent of selfies are shared on one of the biggest online social media
platforms, Facebook, which has 1.28 billion daily active users on average (Company
Info, 2017). Another research study reviewed one thousand photos on Instagram and
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determined that nearly half (46.6%) of the photos in their dataset are selfies or images
with human faces.

Food Photography
Food is another popular content category, being the subject of at least 10% of
photos. (Hu, Manikonda, & Kambhampati, 2014). One of the most popular photo
categories on social media websites is food (Jacobs, 2017). Photos of food displayed in
the outdoor market, or photos of meals served in restaurants, are popular themes with
social media users. (Moed, Rosner, & House, 2007). Thanarugchok examined the
relationship between food, humans, and social media (2017). Young people aged between
18-30 sometimes identify themselves as “foodies,” who throughout their dining
experience take pictures of their food, post restaurant reviews and write entries on blogs.
The results of the study show that these young foodies use camera phones to take photos
of food during their dining experience. Major motivation behind sharing food photos on
social media is self-satisfaction, notoriety, and positive feedback (Thanarugchok, 2017).
People will also photograph food to show what they ate in the day, their creation of a
food product or process, and as an artistic image (Wasserman, 2011). Jacobs’ research
sought to evaluate the impact of the angle of which the photo is taken of the food (2017).
He photographed the food from two different angles, a three-quarter downward angle or
from the angle of the eye of the person looking at the food ready to eat it and from a
bird’s eye angle or a top view of the food. The top view angle was preferred as the most
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favorable, artistic, and trendy (Jacobs, 2017). In 2013 there were 800,000 posts using
“#food” and that grew to 168.3 million as of February 2017 (Mcguire, 2017).
The statistics and research on image content show that images having human faces, or
selfies, were the most popular content for images on image sharing websites. Food was
also found to be popular. Hence, these two categories for image content will be used to
study observers’ preference in the current study.

Conclusion
This chapter discussed previous literature regarding factors affecting observers’
preference and image quality. These factors include image editing, image content and
detail-enhancement adjustments like image sharpening. Thus, the current study seeks to
examine detail-enhancement adjustments and observer preferences for images captured
by camera phones.
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Chapter 4
Research Objectives

This research will explore user preferred settings in detail-enhancement (DE)
adjustments for images captured with a camera phone. Much of the research found until
now involves psychophysical analysis to explore user preference in terms of image
sharpening, contrast, graininess, noise reduction and similar DE adjustments for digital
images captured with professional cameras. Few examples of relevant research were
found which measures preference of DE adjustments for images captured, edited and
viewed on a camera phone display rather than a professional camera. Many people edit
images with the help of photo-editing applications on their camera phones. Numerous
such photo-editing applications are available which contain detail-enhancement
adjustment options. Such an increase in popularity of camera phones has generated a
need to evaluate camera phone image quality. Hence, this research will study people’s
preference in detail-enhancement adjustments for digital images captured, edited and
viewed on the camera phone display. It also evaluated the preference of DE adjustments
as it relates to different image contents and image capture ISO’s. A psychophysical
experiment was carried out to answer the following research questions:
1) Are images with Detail-Enhancement (DE) adjustments preferred over images
without DE adjustments for camera phone images?
a. What DE adjustments are most preferred?
b. What levels of the DE adjustments are most preferred?
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2) To what degree does the ISO level of an image captured with a camera phone
affect the preference and level of the Detail-Enhancement adjustments?
a. High ISO images
b. Low ISO images

3) Does image content affect the preference and level of Detail-Enhancement
adjustments?
a. Selfies
b. Food
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Chapter 5
Methodology

This research sought to determine general audience preference of detail-enhancement
adjustments applied through image editing applications of camera phone images. This
research used a psychophysical experiment research methodology in which participants
viewed images on a common camera phone display in an environment with controlled
lighting. Observers were asked to view one image at a time on a camera phone display to
evaluate their preference on a rating scale of 1 to 5.

Procedure
Figure 1 provides an overview of the experiment, including image capture and
selection, the preliminary experiment, preparation of stimuli, the psychophysical
experiment, and data analysis.
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Image Capture

Image Sorting

Final image selection for
psychophysical
experiment

Preliminary Experiment

Prepare stimuli and
image editing

Recruitment of
participants

Psychophysical
experiment

Data analysis

Figure 1. Overview of progression workflow for psychophysical experiment.
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Image Capture, Sorting, and Selection
The images used in this study are representative of typical images captured with
camera phones by general public. The image content chosen for this study include selfies
and food. The images were captured in a variety of lighting conditions and camera phone
settings were set to compensate accordingly.
All the images were captured with automatic exposure settings with the flash turned
off. The exposure settings of the images were automatic including shutter speed and ISO
ratings. Different camera phones have different fixed values of camera aperture. The
aperture values for the images included in the current study range from f/1.5 to f/2.4, as
the images were captured with ten different camera phones. The phone models involved
included the Apple iPhone 4s, Apple iPhone 7, Google Pixel XL, and Samsung S9,
among others. A total of 408 images were collected, organized, and assessed by the
researcher using Adobe Lightroom software.

Image Content. All the images were reviewed to determine whether they met the
criteria for image content. A set of criteria was created for image selection for the
experiment, based on research discussed in the literature review.

Selfie image criteria:
•

The subject’s face covered at least 30% of the image.

•

There could be one or more persons in the image.
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• The subject’s eyes should be clearly visible and must not be fully or partially
closed.
• The image could be captured with the front or back camera of a camera phone,
with the subject captured at an approximate arm’s length from the camera phone.
•

The image may or may not contain an out of focus background.

Food image criteria:
•

Food is the primary subject of the image.

•

There could be one or more food elements in an image with different colors.

•

The food picture can be captured at a three-quarter downward-looking angle
(from the angle of the eye of person looking at the food, ready to eat it) or a bird’s
eye angle (a top view of the food).

•

The image may or may not contain a defocused background.

Image Sorting. Four different classifications, pairing two different image contents
with two different ISO classifications, were selected for the study:
1. Selfie, High ISO
2. Selfie, Low ISO
3. Food, High ISO
4. Food, Low ISO
The experiment may contain images with either of the two orientations, portrait
(vertical) and landscape (horizontal). The 408 images were viewed on a smartphone
display by the researcher. The different details in the images were carefully observed by
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the researcher for artifacts such as noise, halos, and defocused subjects. Figures 2 and 4
represent an example of how the images in the collection were observed according to
visible noise. Images similar to those in Figure 2 and 3 have either no or low visible noise
were put in the low ISO category. Images similar to those in Figure 4 and 5 with clearly
visible, high amounts of noise were put in the high ISO category. The researcher
observed the images’ highlights, mid-tones, shadows, focus point, defocused areas, and
colors to determine whether each image qualified for the high or low ISO category.
Images that did not meet either criteria were discarded. The ISO number in the image
metadata was not a critical factor while sorting the images for low and high ISO. Rather,
the sorting was dependent on whether the noise in the image was visible to the researcher.
Images with poor exposure, unclear subjects, defocused subjects, or extreme high or low
color saturation were sorted into a discard category and would not be used in the main
experiment.

Figure 2. Image having no visible noise
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Figure 3. Magnified image of Figure 2 showing no visible noise

Figure 4. Image having high visible noise

Figure 5. Magnified image of Figure 4 showing high visible noise
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Careful inspection helped the researcher determine twenty-six images that met the
criteria noted above. The experiment required only one image from each of the four
classifications, so a further assessment of these twenty-six images was required. Final
selection of the one image from each of the above four classifications was made based on
the following criteria:
1. Selfie High ISO image
a.

Includes a broad range of tone, color and neutrals

b.

Visible, high amount of noise

c.

Texture of objects

d.

Clearly focused main subject

e.

Subject’s face covered at least 30% of the image

f.

Image includes a single person

g.

Subject’s eyes are clearly visible and not fully or partially closed

2. Selfie Low ISO image
a.

Includes a broad range of tone, color, and neutrals

b.

No visible noise

c.

Visible texture of objects

d.

Clearly focused main subject

e.

Subject’s face covered at least 30% of the image

f.

Image includes a single person

g.

Subject’s eyes are clearly visible and not fully or partially closed
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3. Food High ISO image
a.

Food is the primary subject of the image

b.

Visible, high amount of noise

c.

The image was captured at a three-quarter downward-looking angle (from
the angle of the eye of person looking at the food, ready to eat it)

d.

Includes a broad range of tone, color, and neutrals

e.

Multiple food elements in an image with different colors and textures

f.

Clearly focused subject

4. Food Low ISO image
a.

Food is the primary subject of the image.

b.

No visible noise

c.

The image was captured at a three-quarter downward-looking angle (from
the angle of the eye of person looking at the food, ready to eat it)

d.

Includes a broad range of tone, color, and neutrals

e.

Multiple food elements in an image with different colors and textures

f.

Clearly focused subject

Adobe Lightroom CC Mobile Application
The Adobe Lightroom CC mobile application was used to create stimuli for the
preliminary and main experiment. The Adobe Lightroom CC app was selected because
the detail-enhancement adjustments used in the current study are available in the Adobe
Lightroom CC app and are similar to the detail-enhancement adjustments available in
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other popular image-editing applications such as Instagram and Snapseed. Preliminary
tests showed that images edited for detail-enhancement in the Adobe Lightroom CC
mobile app rendered similar effects to comparable edits made in Instagram and Snapseed
mobile apps. Moreover, the Adobe Lightroom CC mobile app provided good digital asset
management tools to organize the images and supported the presentation of images in the
main experiment.

Detail-Enhancement Adjustments
The literature review suggested that detail-enhancement adjustments, such as
sharpness and contrast, have a prominent role in influencing an observer’s preference
while evaluating images (Kumar & Srivatsa, 2016; Oney, 2013; Zhang , 2007; Gershoni
& Kobayashi, 2006; Tinto, 2010). Thus, sharpness and contrast are two of the three
adjustments used as variables for the preliminary and main experiment. The third detailenhancement adjustment used in the current study was the clarity adjustment, which is
available in the Adobe Lightroom CC mobile app. Clarity adjustment is also available in
other apps under the name of “structure.” Increasing the clarity through the adjustment
increases contrast primarily in the mid-tone areas of an image; the modification does not
affect the highlight or shadow areas to the same extent (Carey, 2010). A high clarity
adjustment could enhance the texture and apparent sharpness in the mid-tone areas of an
image. By decreasing clarity with a negative value of clarity, the visual appearance of the
image softens. This effect can be suitable for a portrait image where the subject’s skin
needs to appear as a soft focus (Gibson, 2012). The contrast adjustment is available under
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the light category, clarity is available under the effects category, and sharpness is
available under the detail category in the Adobe Lightroom CC mobile app. The contrast
and clarity adjustments range widely from a (-100) value to (+100) value. The sharpness
adjustment has a range of (0) to (+ 150). The app also allows the user to change the
radius and detail for a more precise sharpness adjustment of the image. For this research,
the radius was kept constant at the default value of (1.00), and detail was kept constant at
default of (0.25). The values were kept at defaults because the researcher observed that
these defaults visually represented the sharpness adjustments in most of the other popular
image editing apps, such as Instagram and Snapseed.

Preliminary Experiment
A preliminary experiment was carried out to determine high and low levels of
adjustments for the three chosen detail-enhancement adjustments, sharpness, clarity, and
contrast. A total of ten participants were recruited. Participants were each shown the four
original images on a camera phone display in the Adobe Lightroom CC mobile app. They
were asked to adjust each image with a high level of the adjustment, and then a low level
of the adjustment. The participants had the freedom to move the sliders for sharpness,
clarity, and contrast adjustments of all of four images based on their own interpretation
and preference for a high detail adjustment and a low detail adjustment. After collecting
data from 10 participants, the researcher assessed the results to determine appropriate
values for each adjustment to be used to prepare the stimuli for the main experiment.
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Analysis of Preliminary Experiment
Table 1 lists the values of the Low ISO Selfie image adjusted with a high
adjustment for clarity by all ten participants.
Table 1.
Values chosen by participants for Low ISO Selfie image with High Clarity Adjustment
Participant
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Mean
Std. Dev.

Value
98
40
42
54
13
15
96
38
28
38
40
29

Table 1 lists the values of the low ISO selfie image adjusted with a high
adjustment for clarity by all ten participants. After calculating the mean (40) and the
standard deviation (29) with a confidence interval of 95%, the values 98 and 96 become
the outliers of the data set. Thus, the calculated mean excludes the outliers. For the low
ISO selfie image, the mean value of 40 was used to create the stimuli for the high level of
clarity adjustment. This edited image was used in the main experiment as one of the
thirty-six stimuli. The adjustment level for the other stimuli were determined with the
same method of calculating the mean, and the standard deviation and excluding the
outliers.
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As the values preferred by the participants for clarity and contrast were
widely spread across the available range of (-100) to (+100), the researcher added an
intermediate level of adjustment to provide an additional reference point. The sharpness
adjustment had a different range which was (0) to (+150). The intermediate level was
calculated by taking the mean of the high and low values of the calculated result of all
participants. Thus, the clarity, sharpness and contrast adjustments had 3 levels
represented in the stimuli, high, medium and low.

Prepare Stimuli and Image Editing
The four original images for the experiment were edited in the Adobe Lightroom
CC mobile app on a camera phone. The images were edited using three different detailenhancement adjustments. The adjustments are contrast, clarity, and sharpness. Each of
the four images were edited with different intensity levels. The levels of intensity are:
1. Contrast adjustment: Three levels (high, medium and low)
2. Clarity adjustment: Three levels (high, medium and low)
3. Sharpness adjustment: Three levels (high, medium and low)
Each of the four original images was edited with a total of nine adjustments: three
contrast levels, three clarity levels, and three sharpness levels. That resulted in thirty-six
edited images. As the original images were also included in the stimuli for the main
experiment, each participant had a total of forty images to review (4 originals + 36 edited
images).
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Experiment
The experiment was conducted under a standard cool fluorescent lamp in a room
with a controlled environment and uniform lighting. The images were shown to the
participants, one at a time on a Google Pixel camera phone display. The camera phone
display was set to a fixed level of brightness. The images were viewed in full-screen
mode on the camera phone display. Before starting the experiment, participants were
asked if they have normal vision or used corrective lenses. They identified as having
normal or corrected-to-normal vision, as suggested by Banterle (2011). Only the
participants with normal vision or corrective lenses qualified to perform the experiment,
as their vision is better suited to evaluate detail in the images. Each participant was given
a subset of the Ishihara test to check for any color deficiencies in their vision.
To help participants understand the various detail in the images, clear, standardized
instructions were given to each participant before starting the experiment. These
instructions educated each participant on how to evaluate detail in images. An example of
an image with good detail and bad detail were shown to each participant before the
experiment and available to them during the experiment for reference. The example of an
image with good detail showed sharp and clearly defined edges of the subject, no halos at
high contrast edges, clear focus on the main image subject, apparent texture of an object,
and no noise in the image. Each of these attributes were pointed out in the example
image. The example of an image with bad detail showed high noise (multicolored grainy
pattern), halos at high contrast edges, and did not have a clearly defined point of focus.
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Instructions also included information regarding different parts of the image where detail
could be observed.
All images were presented to the participants on a camera phone provided by the
researcher. Participants were prompted with the question: “Considering the detail
observed, how would you rate the image?” They were asked to rate each image on a
rating scale based on the methodologies for subjective assessment of the quality of
television pictures developed by International Telecommunication Union Radiocommunication (ITU-R). Based on their recommendations for a rating scale in
single stimulus methods (International Telecommunications Union, 2002), the scale
shown in Table 2 was used.
Table 2.
Rating scale used in single stimulus method
Scale
5
4
3
2
1

Evaluation
Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor
Bad

The experiment was untimed, but it was expected that each participant may spend
approximately 15-20 minutes to complete the observations of 40 images. Participants
could zoom in to the image to observe the image detail, and then decide about their
preference. The participants’ responses were recorded by the researcher on a laptop in
MS Excel software.
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Participants’ Demographics
A total of 32 participants were recruited for the psychophysical experiment.
Participants were recruited from various degree programs at Rochester Institute of
Technology through the use of emails and flyers. To participate in the study, each
participant had normal or corrected-to-normal vision as suggested by Banterle (2011).
The sample in the study consisted primarily of an audience with ages from 18 to 25 years.
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Chapter 6
Results and Analysis

This chapter discusses results of the psychophysical experiment to determine
general audience preference towards the detail-enhanced images captured, edited and
viewed on the camera phone. It provides a detailed analysis of how the audience rated the
images according to their preference. In order to answer the research questions, the
ratings are displayed using divergent stacked bar graphs.

Preference for Detail-Enhanced Images
The first research question states: “Are images with Detail-Enhancement (DE)
adjustments preferred over images without DE adjustments?”
Table 3
Total Percentage of Participant Ratings for Original Images without Enhancement and
Images with Detail Enhancement from Bad (1) to Excellent (5).
Bad

Poor

Fair

Good

Excellent

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

4 Originals

2%

16%

42%

30%

9%

DE Images

4%

18%

34%

32%

12%

Image type
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In Table 3, it is observed that DE images had both improved and decreased
preference than original images. Original images had a higher number of “fair” ratings
than DE images.

Preference rankings for Original Images and DE Images

All 4 originals

All DE images

-60

-40
1(Bad)

-20
2 (Poor)

0
3 (Fair)

20
4 (Good)

40

60

80

5 (Excellent)

Figure 3. Divergent stacked bar graph showing total percentage of participant
ratings for original images without enhancement and images with detail
enhancement.
Figure 6 shows the comparison among the four original images without detail
enhancement and the thirty-six adjusted images. Robbins & Heiberger (2011) suggest
that Likert scale responses when represented as percentages are best displayed in a
divergent stacked bar graph. Thus, in the current research analysis the participants’
preference are shown on the horizontal axis in the divergent bar graphs.
The stacked bar graph in Figure 6 shows the preferences for the original images and
the DE images. The preference of “excellent” and “good” ratings is higher for the DE
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images than the original images. However, the percentages of “bad” and “poor” ratings
are higher for DE images than the original images. Fewer participants rated the original
images as “bad” and “poor” than the DE images. Moreover, the percentage of
participants rating the original images as “fair” was higher than it was for the DE images.
Although the ratings for “excellent” were higher for DE images, ratings for “poor” and
“bad” were also higher. Therefore, overall the graph shows very similar preference for
originals and DE images.

Most Preferred DE Adjustment
The first sub-question to the first research question is: “What detail-enhancement
(DE) adjustment is most preferred?” Further analysis was carried out to determine if a DE
adjustment was preferred by participants. Although the overall results show that original,
unedited images were slightly preferred over DE images, it is important to determine if
images with a particular DE adjustment were preferred over the other DE images.
Table 4.
Total Percentage of Participant Ratings for Images with Detail Enhancement from Bad
(1) to Excellent (5).
Adjustment

Bad

Poor

Fair

Good

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Sharpness

3%

17%

37%

32%

11%

Contrast

4%

20%

32%

31%

13%

Clarity

4%

19%

32%

33%

12%
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Excellent

Table 4 provides data of participants’ response for DE adjustments of sharpness,
contrast and clarity. It is interesting to note that participants had very similar preference
for all adjustments. Only slight difference could be noted in the “fair” rating where
sharpness had 37% respondents and contrast and clarity had 32% respondents.
Preference for DE adjustments

Sharpness

Contrast

Clarity
-60

-40

-20

0

1 (Bad)

2 (Poor)

3 (Fair)

20
4 (Good)

40

60

80

5 (Excellent)

Figure 4. Divergent stacked bar graph showing total percentage of participant
ratings for images with detail enhancement.

Figure 7 shows the overall preference for each adjustment. The sharpness adjustment
seems to be slightly more preferred than contrast and clarity. Although the sharpness
adjustment is slightly more preferred, the overall preference for all the three adjustments
is very similar. As the participants’ preference is not significantly different for all three
adjustments it can be concluded that no adjustment was preferred over another.
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Most Preferred Level of Adjustment
As the preference for different DE adjustments were analyzed, it was also
important to determine the preference for the levels of these adjustments.

Clarity DE Adjustment. Analysis of preference for the clarity adjustment was
carried out to find out what was the most preferred level of clarity adjustment.

Table 5
Total Percentage of Participant Ratings for Images with different levels of Clarity Detail
Enhancement from Bad (1) to Excellent (5).
Adjustment

Bad

Poor

Fair

Good

Excellent

levels

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Low

5%

18%

30%

33%

13%

Medium

2%

16%

37%

34%

11%

4%

23%

29%

31%

13%

High

Table 5 provides data about participants’ response for preference of levels of the
clarity DE adjustment. Most respondents rated low level clarity as “bad” with 5%
respondents. Medium level had lower respondents rating ‘excellent’ which is 11% yet
overall, it’s the most preferred level of clarity adjustment.
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Preference for Clarity levels
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Figure 5. Divergent stacked bar graph showing total percentage of participant
ratings for images with Clarity detail enhancement.
In figure 8, although high level had the same “excellent” ratings as low level, the
high level of clarity received the most amount of “poor and “bad” ratings. Thus, it made
the high level the least preferred level by a slight margin. Overall, all levels of clarity had
similar ratings.

Contrast DE Adjustment. Contrast was the second adjustment analyzed. Table 6
shows the participants preference for level of the contrast adjustment.
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Table 6
Total Percentage of Participant Ratings for Images with different levels of
Contrast Detail Enhancement from Bad (1) to Excellent (5)
Adjustment
levels

Bad
(1)

Poor

Fair

Good

(2)

(3)

(4)

Excellent
(5)

Low

4%

16%

37%

34%

9%

Medium

3%

22%

30%

32%

13%

6%

21%

30%

27%

16%

High

The high level of contrast was rated as “excellent” by 16% of participants. Most
of the participants chose to rate the images as “fair” and “good.” The high level of
contrast was also rated as “bad” by most participants. This shows that a high level of
contrast can be either the most preferred or the least preferred depending upon the
observer. Most participants chose “fair” or “good.”
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Preference for Contrast adjustment
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Figure 6. Divergent stacked bar graph showing total percentage of participant
ratings for images with Contrast detail enhancement.

From Figure 9, we can see that many participants rated the contrast levels as fair
and good. Overall, results were very consistent in all three levels of contrast. High level
can be seen as slightly less preferred than other levels.

Sharpness DE adjustment. The analysis of preference for sharpness DE
adjustment is carried out here. Table 7 provides participants response for sharpness DE
adjustment.
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Table 7
Total Percentage of Participant Ratings for Images with different levels of Sharpness
Detail Enhancement from Bad (1) to Excellent (5).
Adjustment

Bad

Poor

Fair

Good

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Low

5%

13%

40%

30%

12%

Medium

4%

15%

35%

37%

9%

1%

23%

37%

29%

11%

levels

High

Excellent

It is interesting to note that despite having only 1% respondents rating the high
level as “bad” it was the least preferred level of sharpness. The participants rating high
level as “good” and “excellent” was relatively low and “poor” and “bad” was
comparatively more than other two levels.
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Preference for levels of Sharpness
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Figure 10. Divergent bar graph showing preference for Sharpness levels.

Figure 10 shows the preference for levels of the sharpness adjustment. Distribution
of all three levels is very similar. The majority of participants rated all three levels as
“fair.” Interestingly, the high level was not preferred as much as the medium and low
levels.

Preference for Detail Enhancement of Low and High ISO images
Previous research has shown that images with different ISO levels do have a
significant effect on preferences of participants. In the current study, the second research
objective states: “To what degree does the ISO levels in an image affect the preference
for levels of the Detail-Enhancement adjustments?” Thus, it was important to find out if
participants preferred different levels of DE adjustments for high and low ISO images
captured by camera phones.
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High ISO images
Table 8 shows the participants’ preferences for detail-enhanced images with a
high ISO setting.
Table 8.
Total Percentage of Participant Ratings for Images with High ISO from Bad (1) to
Excellent (5).
Adjustment

Clarity

Contrast

Sharpness

Level

Bad

Poor

Fair

Good

Excellent

High

8%

38%

31%

22%

2%

Medium

5%

23%

45%

25%

2%

Low

11%

28%

41%

17%

3%

High

11%

30%

30%

23%

6%

Medium

5%

31%

41%

19%

5%

Low

6%

23%

45%

22%

3%

High

2%

34%

45%

16%

3%

Medium

8%

22%

41%

25%

5%

Low

9%

17%

50%

19%

5%

Table 8 provides an overview of how respondents rated the High ISO DE images.
Participants chose to rate High ISO DE images as “fair” the greatest number of times
followed by “poor” and then “bad.” Low level of clarity and high level of contrast
seemed to have lowest preference as 11% of respondents rated them as “bad”.
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Clarity

Preference for level of DE adjustment for High ISO images
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Figure 11. Divergent stacked bar graph showing total percentage of participant
ratings for images with High ISO level.

The divergent bar graph in Figure 11 shows that high levels in each of the respective
adjustments were less preferred than the low and medium levels for high ISO images.
The least preferred level in all the adjustments and levels is the high level of clarity.
However, it is interesting to note that medium level of clarity was one of the most
preferred levels.

Low ISO Images.
The preference ratings were compiled to determine what levels of DE adjustments
participants prefer for low ISO images. Table 9 shows preference for Low ISO DE
images.
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Table 9
Total Percentage of Participant Ratings for DE Images with Low ISO from Bad (1) to
Excellent (5).
Adjustments

Clarity

Contrast

Sharpness

Levels

Bad

Poor

Fair

Good

Excellent

High

0%

8%

27%

41%

25%

Medium

0%

8%

28%

44%

20%

Low

0%

8%

23%

48%

23%

High

2%

13%

30%

30%

27%

Medium

2%

13%

20%

45%

20%

Low

2%

9%

28%

45%

16%

High

0%

11%

28%

42%

19%

Medium

0%

8%

30%

48%

14%

Low

0%

9%

30%

42%

19%

Table 9 provides participants’ response for low ISO DE images. The data
suggests that participants prefer low ISO DE images more than high ISO DE images. As
it can be observed in Table 9, participants rated low ISO DE images as “good” and
“excellent” more times than “bad” and “poor.” Participants had less preference for the
contrast adjustment when compared to the clarity and sharpness adjustments.
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Figure 12. Divergent stacked bar graph showing total percentage of participant
ratings for images with Low ISO level.

Figure 12 shows the sharpness adjustment does not follow the same trend as
contrast and clarity, as the medium level of sharpness was slightly more preferred when
compared to the low and high levels of sharpness. Overall, for low ISO images, the
clarity adjustment was preferred the most, compared to the contrast and sharpness
adjustments.
To conclude, the sharpness adjustment was preferred the most for high ISO
images, whereas the clarity adjustment was slightly preferred for low ISO images.
Overall, participants preferred low ISO DE images over high ISO DE images. However,
there is no significant difference between the preference rankings of all three adjustments
and their respective levels.
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Preference for detail enhancement for selfie and food content images
The third research question states: “Does image content affect the preference of
DE adjustments?” The following data and analysis considers how different image content
affects the participants’ preference for DE adjustment levels.

Selfie Images
One image content observed in the current study is selfie images. Thus, an
analysis was carried out to determine the preference levels of DE adjustments for selfie
images.
Table 10
Total Percentage of Participant Ratings for Images with Selfie Content
Adjustments

Clarity

Contrast

Sharpness

Levels

Bad

Poor

Fair

Good

Excellent

High

3%

22%

31%

36%

8%

Medium

2%

14%

45%

31%

8%

Low

2%

14%

36%

31%

17%

High

3%

25%

41%

28%

3%

Medium

0%

14%

45%

30%

11%

Low

2%

14%

44%

33%

6%

High

0%

20%

41%

28%

11%

Medium

3%

16%

38%

33%

9%

Low

2%

11%

52%

30%

8%
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Table 10 shows the preference for levels of DE adjustments for selfie image
content. The majority of the participants rated the images as “fair,” followed by “good.”
Participant ratings of “excellent” and “good” are significantly greater than the ratings of
“poor” and “bad.”

Sharpness Contrast

Clarity

Preference for Selfie images
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High
Medium
Low
High
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-60

-40
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-20
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0

20
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40

60

80
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Figure 13. Divergent stacked bar graph showing total preference for selfie image

Figure 13 shows that the high level of contrast was rated as the least preferred of all
levels and adjustments for selfie images. A trend can be seen where high levels of all
adjustments were less preferred for selfie images. The most preferred adjustments for
selfie images was the low-level adjustment of sharpness and clarity. However, this was
only slightly preferred over the other low-level adjustments and the medium adjustments
for clarity and contrast. Overall, preference for the selfie content is very similar for all
adjustments and levels.
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Food Content
To answer the third research question, an analysis of preference for detail
enhancement for food image content was carried out. The analysis shows how
participants rated their preference for different levels of DE adjustments for food content
in images.

Table 11.
Total Percentage of Participant Ratings for Images with Food Content from Bad (1) to
Excellent (5).
Adjustments

Clarity

Contrast

Sharpness

Levels

Bad

Poor

Fair

Good

Excellent

High

5%

23%

27%

27%

19%

Medium

3%

17%

28%

38%

14%

Low

9%

22%

25%

34%

9%

High

9%

17%

19%

25%

30%

Medium

5%

30%

20%

30%

16%

Low

6%

19%

30%

33%

13%

High

2%

25%

33%

30%

11%

Medium

5%

14%

33%

39%

9%

Low

8%

16%

30%

31%

16%

Table 11 shows the majority of people rated food content images as “good,”
followed by “fair.” For contrast, the medium level was least preferred, whereas the high
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level was most preferred. The high contrast level had the highest preference rating as
“excellent,” i.e. 30%.

Preference for Food images
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Figure 14. Divergent stacked bar graph showing total percentage of participant ratings
for images with Food content.

Looking at figure 14, no trend in preference levels was found with any of respective
adjustments and levels. Overall, the preference rating “good” and “excellent” for food
images was much greater than those ratings for selfie images. The sharpness adjustment
had more “fair” and “good” ratings, compared to other adjustments.
To conclude, clarity and sharpness were slightly more preferred than contrast
adjustment for images with food content. Although, food content had more “excellent”
ratings than selfie images, overall preference for food content is similar to selfie content.
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Participants’ Feedback
After the main experiment, the participants were asked to give feedback for the
main experiment. This step was carried out by the researcher to gain some additional
information about the images used in the experiment. This information is used to further
support the results of the current research and to help in future research. The following
observations are noted, based on the feedback given by the participants after finishing the
main experiment.

User Fatigue
Most of the participants reported that all the respective images in the series looked
very similar to each other. They found almost no difference in the details of the
respective repetitive images. Thus, a few participants claimed they gave most of the
images almost the same ratings, especially after viewing the first half of the image series.

No Halos Observed
Participants had difficulty observing any possible halos in any of the images; thus,
most of the participants rated the images based on only two of the evaluation criteria for
detail.
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Difference in Color
Participants did notice the change in color in a few of the respective images in the
series. However, they were asked to observe only differences and changes in the details,
rather than the difference in color.

High ISO Images vs Low ISO Images
Most of participants reported that low ISO images looked better and had
better details than high ISO images. They reported the low ISO images look “cleaner”
than the high ISO images. The grainy pattern caused by noise was disliked by most of the
participants.

Image Content
Participants shared the following observations in regards to the content of the
images.

Selfie. Participants noticed a defocused background in the selfie images, and
questioned if that was a sign of bad detail in an image. However, the researcher explained
with an example image at the introduction of the experiment that they were only
supposed to observe the focus on the main subject, rather than the focus in the
background. Participants found the main subject in the high ISO selfie image was not as
clear as the subject was in the low ISO selfie. Most of the noise in the high ISO image
was observed in the face and hair of the main subject and the ceiling in the background.
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Food. Participants observed more changes in the overall color of the high ISO
food image than changes in the low ISO food image. The noise observed in the high ISO
food image was more than the noise in the low ISO food image; thus, they claimed their
preference was more towards the low ISO food image than towards the high ISO food
image.
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Chapter 7
Summary and Conclusion

This chapter begins with a summary of an analysis of the main experiment. The
analysis is compared with the literature review. The chapter ends with limitations and
implications of the current study, followed by future research possibilities.

Summary
The main objective of the current study was to determine the preference for
detail-enhanced (DE) images captured, edited and viewed specifically on camera phones.
When comparing DE images to the original images, the DE images had both increased
ratings and decreased rating than original images. Overall original images were preferred
as much as DE images.
Further analysis was carried out to find what DE adjustment was preferred. This
resulted in sharpness and clarity being the slightly preferred DE adjustments, followed by
contrast. The preference for different levels of individual DE adjustments were analyzed.
The literature review discussed Gershoni and Kobayashi’s study (2006) where the
preference decreased as the levels of contrast adjustment increased. This study shows a
tendency toward this result as high levels of each adjustment was slightly less preferred
than other levels. The low level of contrast was slightly preferred to the other levels.
However, there was also a preference for the medium adjustments for clarity and
sharpness.
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The DE images in the main experiment included images with different ISO levels.
The result is consistent with many of the previous studies which identified ISO as having
an influence on preference and image quality in photographic images (Imatest, n.d.;
Johnson G. M., 2003; Eismann, Duggan, & Grey, 2004; Wueller, 2017). For high ISO
DE images, the sharpness and clarity were slightly preferred adjustments. For low ISO
DE images, the clarity adjustment was slightly preferred, but overall had similar
preference for all adjustments. Overall, participants tend to prefer low ISO DE images,
rather than the high ISO DE images.
For the selfie image content, the clarity adjustment at a low level was the most
preferred adjustment. The most preferred adjustment for the food content images was
also clarity but at a medium level.

Conclusion
Overall preference for DE images was very close to the preference for the original
images. Within the DE images, preference appeared to be highly subjective, and both
increased and decreased, depending on the observer and the image. There was not a
consistent preference trend observed between image type and DE. Although the
preference for all adjustments was similar regardless of different ISO levels and image
contents, sharpness and clarity were commonly found to be slightly more preferred than
contrast. Based on the results of this study it could be concluded that DE does not
significantly affect preference for cell phone images when viewed on a cell phone.
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Limitations
Increased reliability can be brought to the study, taking into consideration some
inherent limitations. Following are those limitations:
1. The researcher could consider reducing the variables in the study to reduce the
number of stimuli thus reducing the time taken for each participant and participant
fatigue.
2. The study was based on only subjective and visual analysis. Objective analysis
can be added to compare the results with subjective analysis for consistency.
3. All participants were recruited from Rochester Institute of Technology, therefore
they were not fully representative of a general audience. Most participants in the
study came from the College of Art and Design and had education in digital
technology and aesthetics.
4. A few participants’ feedback claimed that they did not find significant visual
difference in detail between most of the respective images in the series. This
resulted in many participants rating images consistently as “fair.” This lack of
visual difference between DE images resulted from a smaller potential range
between levels of adjustments in the photo-editing applications used to edit these
images. An availability of a wider range of levels in these applications might
bring different results.
5. This study had 32 participants in the main experiment. A greater number of
participants could make the results more reliable or show a change in preference.
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Future research
There is potential for future studies and research related to this study. Some
suggestions for future research include:
1. A comparison study of preference for DE images on multiple camera phones
could be conducted. This would allow future researchers to experiment with
varying specifications of the cameras, such as megapixels and display types
used to capture and view images.
2. A similar study could be conducted with different image content, such as
street photography, architectures, portraits, or monochrome images.
3. Similarly, preference for different ISO levels, DE adjustments and levels
could be studied.
4. A comparison study of objective measurements for detail-enhanced images
and subjective preference for the same images.
5. Future research could increase the number of levels of adjustments in photoediting applications for a particular DE adjustment.
6. The methodology used in this research could be used to explore people’s
preferences for other image contents, ISO levels, and detail-enhancement
adjustments.

Implications
The current research aimed to determine preference of detail-enhancement
adjustments for images captured by camera phones. This research has implication for the
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camera phone and photo editing app industries. The first implication is that the preference
for detail-enhancement adjustments is subjective and preference varies by both person
and image. The other perceived implication is that there is less desire by the general
public for levels in detail enhancement adjustments. The relatively neutral response to
detail enhancement found in this research could suggest that the general camera phone
user may want to apply some detail enhancement, but they are less concerned with the
nuances of the enhancement they apply.
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Appendix A

INFORMED CONSENT
Title of study: User Preference in Detail-Enhancement Adjustments for Images
Captured by Camera Phones
INTRODUCTION
You are invited to join a research study to evaluate images viewed on a camera
phone. The decision to join, or not to join, is up to you.
WHAT IS INVOLVED IN THE STUDY?
If you decide to participate you will be asked to look at images displayed on a camera
phone. You will have to rate the images based observed detail in the image. This
experiment will take you approximately 15-20 minutes.
RISKS
There are no risks associated with this study other than those encountered in everyday
life.
BENEFITS TO TAKING PART IN THE STUDY?
By taking part in this study, you are potentially helping to advance the knowledge in
the area of image quality, particularly for camera phones and photography industry.
However, we can’t guarantee that you will personally experience benefits from
participating in this study.
In order to keep the information about you confidential, and to protect it from
unauthorized disclosure, tampering, or damage: All the data will be reported in an
aggregate form only. The researcher will not associate individual names with the data
during the data collection process.
INCENTIVES
The subjects would be offered snacks as a token of appreciation for giving their
valuable responses for the study.
YOUR RIGHTS AS A RESEARCH PARTICIPANT?
Participation in this study is voluntary. You have the right not to participate at all or
to leave the study at any time. Deciding not to participate or choosing to leave the study
will not result in any penalty or loss of benefits to which you are entitled, and it will not
harm your relationship with RIT College of Imaging Arts and Sciences or School of
Media Sciences.
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CONTACTS FOR QUESTIONS OR PROBLEMS?
Call Pawan Khake at 585-404-5262 or email at pxk5545@rit.edu if you have questions
about the study, any problems, unexpected physical or psychological discomforts, any
injuries, or think that something unusual or unexpected is happening.

Consent of Subject (or Legally Authorized Representative)
Signature of Subject or Representative

Date

_________________________________________________
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Appendix B
Instructions to participants

Introduction
Thank you for volunteering to take part in my study. My name is Pawan and I will be
conducting the experiment involving a visual assessment of images. Before we start, I’d
like you to read the consent form sign if you are willing to continue your participation.
(The consent form will be handed to the individual)
After signing the consent form
The experiment consists of two parts. The first part of this experiment involves a
color perception test called Ishihara test that checks the color vision capability. The test
will result in a score that will be noted by me. There is no good or bad result for the test
since every person has different color vision levels. After we finish the color test, the
images will be shown to you on the camera phone display and you will rate them based
on the observed details in the image.
The participants will take the Ishihara test and the researcher will expose them
to a subset of Ishihara test images. The images will be displayed from a printed
book. If the participant passes the test he/she will start the experiment. To pass the
test the participant has to correctly identify all images shown to him/her.
If the participant fails the test he/she won’t be qualified to perform the
experiment.
After the Ishihara test, a handout consisting the terminology and a rating scale,
example images of how to evaluate and rate the images will be shown to the
participants. The researcher reads the participant the terminology while referring
to the terms on the example images.
Now we will begin the assessment. A series of 36 images will be displayed on a
camera phone. You will be asked to evaluate the detail for each image. You should hold
the phone where it is comfortable for you. You can zoom into the image with your
fingers if you want to look at it closer. The question about detail and the rating scale is
available for your reference on this printed sheet. I will record your answer for each
image. You should choose a whole number rating between 1-5 with 1 being bad and 5
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being excellent on the scale. You should answer for each image before moving on to the
next. Your decision of rating the image should only depend on your evaluation of the
detail observed in the image and not content of the subject. Some images are repeated in
the series, so just observe the differences in the detail without responding to the repeated
content.
Let’s begin. Tell me your rating for the first image when you are ready and then move
to the next image.
The researcher will be with the participants throughout the experiment and
record each rating.
After the experiment
You have completed the experiment. Thank you again for taking part and feel
free to take as much snacks, as you like.
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Appendix C
Questionnaire being introduced to participants

Title of the study: User preference in Detail-Enhancement Adjustments for Images
Captured by Camera Phones.
Question: Considering the detail observed, how would you rate the image?
Rating scale: 1
Bad

2
Poor

3

4

Fair

Good

Good image includes

5
Excellent

Bad image includes
What to look for:
• High Noise (multicolored pattern)
• Halos in high contrast edges
• Hard to find focus point

What to look for:
• No Noise (no Multicolored grainy
pattern)
• Sharp and clearly defined edges
• Texture of object is visible
• Clear focused subject
Definitions:
•
•
•

Noise: Multicolored grainy pattern in an image.
Texture: Pattern of the object itself. Texture is different from noise.
Halos: A white outline appearing at the high contrast edges of objects in the
image.
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How to evaluate:
• Look for noise
▪

•

Where:
•

Most probably seen in single uniform color patch.

•

In the dark and neutral areas.

•

Avoid looking in black areas and sharp highlights.

Look for halos:
▪

Where:
•

•

Look at high contrast edges of objects in the image.

Look for focus
▪

Where:
•

Main subject of the image

•

See if the main subject has sharp and clear edges instead of
soft and fuzzy edges.
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Appendix D
Example of good/excellent image
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Example of bad/poor image
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Appendix E
Experiment Stimuli
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